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 Nowadays, cryptography especially hash functions require to move from 
classical paradigms to an original concept able to handle security issues and 
new hardware architecture challenges as in distributed systems. In fact, most 

of current hash functions apply the same design pattern that was proved 
vulnerable against security threats; hence the impact of a potential weakness 
can be costly. Thus, the solution begins with a deep analysis of divers attack 
strategies; this way can lead to finding a new approach that enables new 
innovative and reliable candidates as alternative hash functions. So to 
achieve this goal, in this article we introduce a new construction design that 
consists of a non-iterative behavior by combining a parallel block processing 
and a sequential xor addition process, in order to provide a secure design 
without changing the expected goal of a hash function, at the same time 

avoid the use of vulnerable structures. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In modern cryptography, we recognize hash functions by two mechanisms; the first is the internal 

transformation that process fixed length data; the second one is the construction design, also called domain 

extension algorithm, which iterate the internal transformations on the input message. The second mechanism 

comes as a solution to reduce compression process complexity. In practice hash function security depends on 

the way how the construction was designed, but now it presents serious security weakness. Most of collision 

attacks on hash functions take advantage of the model itself or through existing flaws in the internal 

compression function. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) deprecate their use in 

several applications and have decided that it is prudent to develop a new hash algorithm [1], even for those 

standardized as a secure algorithm, especially SHA2 family. In 2007 NIST announced a request for candidate 

algorithm nominations for a new cryptographic hash algorithm SHA-3 [2]; the aim was expecting a new 

candidate that offers features or properties exceeding, or improving upon SHA-2. The competition finished in 

2012 and the winning algorithm was Keccak (based on wipe function design). Now it becomes the NIST’s 
SHA-3 algorithm standard [3].  

In fact, cryptanalysts fend their attacks on construction flaws, such as the length extension  

attack [4], the fixed-point attack [5], multi-collision attack [6], differential and linear attack and more other 

generic or specific attacks [7-9]. Despite the efforts made on hash functions paradigms to be more secure, 

there exists a potential threat while they inherit the properties of vulnerable design constructions as reported 

in a survey on authentication systems [10], IoT systems [11-12] and network architecture [13]. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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Thus, to build a secure construction design, a deep understanding of various attack strategies is 

required to prevent any flaws. 

In the present paper, we introduce a new domain extension algorithm as an alternative to classic 

paradigms, based on a new approach to process compression transformations. Therefore, we let new 

perspectives for new hash functions conception which can be implemented for distributed architecture as in 

Cloud Computing, Big Data, etc.... The first section gives a preliminary about design construction and hash 

functions; in the second section we present a summary of different attack strategies based on either design 

constructions or hash functions flaws; in the third section we define the new extension domain algorithm 
based on a pseudo parallel behavior and sequential xor addition process, then we bring up a security analysis 

with a discution and comparison results. 

 

 

2. PRELIMINARY 

2.1.  Cryptographic hash functions 

Hash functions are fundamental tools in modern cryptography. Conventionally a hash function maps 

a large data set to a smaller one. But in this specific category, as they operate in several sensitive applications 

as authentication system, data integrity, key generation …etc, cryptographic hash functions should consider 

more required security properties [14]: 

 Ease of computation  for a kwon function H with input x, H(x) is easy to compute. 

 One way function  for each y = H(x) in range of H, it’s computationally infeasible to find x in the 

domain of H.  

 Preimage resistance  for a given digest y of H, it is infeasible to find x with H(x) = y.  

 2nd preimage resistance  for a given x, it is infeasible to find x’ such that x’≠ x and H (x’) = H(x). 

 Collision resistance  it is infeasible to find separate x and x’ such that x’≠ x and H (x’) = H(x). 

In practice, all these properties are not satisfied, actually hash function definition confirms collisions 

existence, due to the birthday theory [14]. 

 

2.2.  Domain extension 

Domain extension, construction design or operation mode, are all the same concept that handles the 

compression transformation on a non-fixed length input to get as a result a fixed length output. It is difficult 
to implement a compression function that processes by itself a non-fixed length message. So, a domain 

extension algorithm intervenes here to reduce this complexity. 

The Merkel-Damgard construction was the leading solution proposed independently by [15-16]. 

This construction provides an iterated behavior which influences the conception of many popular hash 

functions (MD/SHA family). Thus, the cost of finding a resistant hash function reduced to find a resistant 

internal compression function. As a consequence, an iterated construction with an internal collision resistant 

compression function can be extended to a collision resistant hash function [14]. 

Merkel-Damgârd construction [15-16] deals with arbitrary length message, divided into input blocks 

of fixed length. An initialization vector IV is used during the process, and iteratively the internal compression 

function takes as input the current message block and the output of the last iteration as an IV block as 

illustrated in Figure 1. 

 
 

 
 

Figure1.The Merkel-Damgârd construction 

 

 

Figure 1, here (Bi) are the divided input blocks and (IV) the initial vector. Because of its efficient 

design, most of known constructions are based on the Merkel-Damgârd [15-16], like [17], EMD [18], ROX 

[19] and HIFA [20]. Despite its relevant approach, the Merkel-Damgard algorithm is exposed to risk. The 

variants mentioned above came in order to enhance and fix the classic model flaws. But they still inherit its 

vulnerable structure. 
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3. ATTACK STRATEGIES ON DOMAIN CONSTRUCTION 

Before starting a new design construction, it is important to begin by understanding diverse attack 

strategies. Advanced attacks concern both design constructions and specific hash functions, thus there are 

two categories: generic and specific ones. Below we give a non-exhaustive and brief introduction to well-

known generic attacks. 

 

3.1.  Brute force attack 

Theoretically, none of current hash functions can prevent it; this attack consists of an exhaustive 

search by testing all possible inputs. In this case the security level depends on the output size; the more it is 

bigger, more it is difficult to apply. [14] 
 

3.2.  Birthday attack 

It is a generic attack algorithm which can be applied to any design or hash function, based on 

mathematical properties that assume if a given function (H) with size domain is (m) and co-domain size is (n) 

with (m > n), so at least there are two different elements (x ,y) with H(x) = H(y) [14] 

 

3.3.  Collision attack 

For a given hash function H, we look for two messages (x and y) such x ≠ y and H(x) = H(y),  

this attack takes 2n/2 computations to find (x, y), based on birthday attack the probability to produce a 

collision is ½. 

 

3.4.  Preimage attack 

For a given output (y) of a hash function H, we look for an input x such that H (x) = y. In theory, it 

takes 2n computation to find such (x); we call it a brute force preimage attack. 

 

3.5.  2nd preimage attack 

For a given message (x) and a hash function H, we look for (x’) to have H (x’) = H(x). In theory, it 

takes 2n computation to find such (x); we call it a brute force 2nd preimage attack. 

 

3.6.  Fixed point attack 

Whit a compression function F with Davies-Meyer structure, we seek a pair (Hi-1,Xi) such that: 

F(Hi-1,Xi)=Hi-1. It can be arranged that the chaining variable (H) has a value for which a fixed point is 

known. This property allows 2nd preimage collision to be produced [21]. The following Figure 2 illustrates 
this structure. Figure 2, here (Xi ) is the input block, (Hi-1) is the chaining variable for the current iterationand 

(F) is the compression function. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Davies-Meyer structure 
 

 

3.7.  Multi collision attack 

Introduced by Joux [6], based on the iterative behavior of the hash functions construction and, in 

particular, exploits chaining variables and IV. It focuses on the internal compression function to find k 

distinct input blocks with the same collision. 
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3.8.  Length extension attack 

As the other attack strategies, it exploits the iterative hash function structure. This attack affects the 

MAC applications [4], by manipulating the internal state; it extends a valid MAC digest which can be used to 

produce a valid MAC digest without information on the MAC key. 

 

 

4. NEW CONSTRUCTION DESIGN 

In this section we present a basic concept of the new construction design. We focus our reflection on 
how to combine efficiency, security and originality. 

It is an extension domain algorithm with a specific internal transformation that processes non fixed 

length messages, and generates a fixed length block as final output. The following points describe some 

specific characteristics: 

 There is no initialization vector to handle. 

 The internal transformation has a roleto extend the input blocks, not to compress them as in the classic 

paradigm. 

 Each input block is processed separately. 

 This model can provide a pseudo parallel processing based on separate input blocs. 

 It applies a sequential xor addition, involving all extension function outputs.  

 This construction design joins a pseudo parallel behavior to an iterative one. 
The following Figure 3, illustrates the design characteristics: 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. The new design construction 

 

 

Figure 3, we have the following parameters: 

 Bitheith message block input. 

 h: the internal extension function. 

 Dithe (h) function output in theithstep 

 Fithexor addition output in theithstep 

 E: the final output block. 

Hence, we canrepresent it as amathematical system where (^) denotes the Xor addition: 
 

𝐸 =  𝐷𝑛  ^ ⋯ (𝐷𝑖+1^ (𝐷𝑖^ (⋯ (𝐷3^ (𝐷2 ^ 𝐷1 ) ) ⋯ )) 

 

Otherwise: 

 

𝐹𝑖 = 𝐹𝑖−1 ^ 𝐷𝑖+1  where {
𝐷𝑖 = h(𝐵𝑖)∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n

𝐹1 = 𝐷2^𝐷1
 

𝐸 = 𝐹𝑛−1 
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5. SECURITY ANALYSIS 

5.1.  Distinctive secure properties 

We based our approach on the most important points that make it different from the  

classic paradigm: 

 Except the definition of the internal function (h), the random content of the input message bloc can be 

extended to the design behavior. 

 Avoiding use of the initialization vector increases the randomness and prevents any content 

manipulation. 

 The internal transformation is not the kernel as in the classic design, so a potential local weakness 

cannot impact automatically the whole design.  

 The operation mode can be parallelized because of input blocks independence, this point can be applied 

in separate data architecture as in Cloud and distributed database. 

 Even if the internal function extends the input blocks, applying a sequential xor addition on the output 

blocks insures the compression role. 

 The compression effect is seen after processing the entire input blocks. 

 

 

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

6.1.  Why these structure choices 

Here we give a check list point explaining the security reasons behind these structure choices: 

 Ideal randomness is a needed property in a secure construction, as quoted above; this design provides a 
height level of randomness, because it depends on the random input contents, no use of initialization 

vectors IV. 

 Examining a pseudo collision attack, based on a free choice of the IV is infeasible while this option is 

absent in this construction.  

 The Fixed point attack [5] benefits from dependent input blocks process as in the Davies-Meyer 

construction [21], but in our case such structure is missedbecause each input block is computed 

separately. 

 Taking into consideration the importance of the internal transformation, resistant internal function can 

be extended to the entire hash function; here with the internal function definition the required properties 

of a birthday attack [14] are not satisfied. 

 A local generic collision attack cannot be provided; final chaining variables in each round are not 
located before the xor addition process. 

 For other generic attacks as first and second pre-image and collision attack it is further difficult to apply 

in practice, because of missinglocalbirthday attack.  

 Using xor addition ensures a height level of complexity and ambiguitydue to one-time  

pad property [22-23]. 

 The multi-collision attack [6] looks for multi local hash collisions, and it is based on the iterative nature 

of the construction and it uses the IV, in our case an intermediate hash is not defined explicitly,  

the xor addition absorbs all the local output blocks, moreover there is no IV and every input block is 

processed separately. 

 The length extension attack [4], because of missed initial vector IV, there is no way to force a faked 

hash value to get a valid MAC. 

 This structure is well appropriateto use large size input/output blocks, added to independent rounds 

process and infeasible fixed point attack, it is costlyto apply a brute force attack. 

 

6.2.  Comparing with other constructions 

To highlight the relevant properties of this new construction, we bring up a models  

comparison in Table 1, which illustrates some attacks feasibility against some of existing constructions. So, 

theoritecally and referring to each construction and comparing their operational mode, we can conclude that 

the new model is safer than the others. Table 1, the first column intitles the applyed attacks, the next columns 

designate the compared construction models, (NA) the attack can not be applied, (A) the attack  

can be applied. 

In other side, due to pseudo parallel block processing this new operational mode can let interesting 
perspectives to distributed systems as Big Data, Blockchain, Crypto-currency, Cloud… etc. While the first 

implemented variant is not ready, it is earlier to discuss deeply the performance and the experimentation in a 

distributed environment. 
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Table 1. Model comparison 
Collision Attack New Model Merkle–Damgård Sponge function HAIFA 

Fixed point attack NA A A[24] A[26] 

Multi collision attack NA A A[24] A[26-28] 

Length extension attack NA A NA[25] A[26] 

 

 

7. CONCLUSION 

In this article we have presented a new design construction for cryptographic hash functions. It is an 

alternative candidate to current vulnerable constructions. Understood the attack strategies lead us to achieve 

this goal thereby analyzing the structural vulnerabilities in the classical paradigm. So we have determinate 

four principal properties, sources of design weakness: The iterative process, use of initial vector, chaining 

variables (dependent input process), and internal compression functions with small co-domain size compared 

to domain size. This analysis was the key master in our approach; hence we focus our thinking to innovate a 

design that gives the expected role and do not be inspired by classic model. Also in the pseudo parallel 

process, we let an opportunity to implement new hash function generation well adapted to the distributed data 

architecture. Maybe this proposition is not a mature and perfect one, but it gives a new approach to 

implement hash functions. Now, as a perspective we are working on a new hash function implementation 

based on this design construction, by the way, we can challenge its efficiency, security and adaptability.  
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